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Five Elected
' .

• In what observers deemed ... a
good turn-out" former treasure
Bill Rzepka defeated Don Collins
'by a margin of almost 5 to l. In
the other elections where all candidates were running unopposed.
all were easily elected.
At 11: 00 p.m. Wednesday night
:Kevin Sprow. Election Chairman
made . the announcement. .. Bill
Rzepka has been elected president." Rzepka. who will take office March 1st. replaces Robert
Kosinski.
'fhe final vote totals were for
President: · Rzepka 622; Collins

.

131; for Vice-President April
Smith Yes 658 No 89 ; Treasurer
Dean Alexandrou Yes 657 No 90;
Sandy Davidson Yes 662 No 76 for
Secretary. Also elected was Student Representative to Collective
Bargaining Malika Willoughby
Yes 635 No 72 .
The breakdown of the votes being cast were as follo~s: Main
Campus 635 cast. 629 valid; Cics·
167 cast. 167 valid: Uptown 29
cast. 28 valid: El Centro no votes
cast. This brought the total to 831
votes cast with 824 valid.

Bill Rzepka

Will the following students
please pick up their blood donor
cards in Health Servj ce.
Chris G. Basis
Pat A. Boyce
Jane U. Bracken
Joyce M . Christenson
Kevin Cunningham
Jill A. Dybus
Millie T. Fiacchino
Richard N. Hutchinson
Jean B. King
Mike J . Litz
Anita L. Stahlberg
Lynn M . Tomaszkiewicz
MaryB . Vale
Vicki Varon

Where are We
Coming From?
Students at Northeastern have
decided to start asking questions
and for· help in getting answers.
They've launched a large-scale
survey research project SURVEY'79.
The research project was initiated by a small group of students with an interest in the
classmates with whom they
, share the trials and tribulations
of collegiate life and the university in which they've invested considerable time. money and
energy. Not only the academic ·
side of life will be considered. but
also the interests. concerns and ·
. problems of students outside the
classroom.
. ._
The college experience for

most UNI students is much more
than classes. studying and university involvement. For many
commuter school students. attention to schoolwork is often in
competition with family obligations or employment
responsibilities. Not only are
many concerned about studying
for an exam or writing a paper.
but also about getting home in
time to pick up the kids from
school or being able to leave
work in time to get to class.
Transportation to campus can be
a substantial problem since getting · to classes involves more
than a walk from the dorm. M~ting college expenses for most
dpesn' t mean waiting for a check

from home. It means bringing
home the paycheck.
The members of the SURVEY
·79 research team all share these
and other difficulties with their
classmates and felt that consideration of the many aspects of
a Northeastern student's life was
important. During the Fall
trimester. they becvame involved in organizing and im-·
plementing .a research effort
which would fucus on the career
goals. family expectations. and
personal values of Northeastern
students as well as the university
environment. Team members
are using research skills acquired through a variety of
courses and have enlisted the aid

Attention Students
On Financial Aid
by Donald Czowiecki
The snowfall over the last three
weeks has been the main reason
for -a lot of the problems that
have been around lately .
Although the snow has kept much
production at a standstill. the
Financial Aid Office is one department that is still on top of the
snowbank. Students receibing aid
should be aware of the followjng
items.
The Credit Hour Completion
Rate Policy for financial aid recipients is in effect and must be
followed by the students. This
' means that students who had received aid for 12 credit hours
MUST complete 12 hours ; those

who received aid for 9 credit
hours MUST complete 9 hours:
etc.
At the end of each term. students who receibed aid are reviewed to see whether they completed the hours according to
their aid or not. The students who
violate the ' policy for the first ·
time will receive a warning letter. The second violation will bring another letter and the student
will be placed on probation. After
the thrd violation. the student's
aid will be terminated until they
appeal to the Financial Aid Committee for r~instatement.
The Financial Aid Office advises those students in violation
to make an appointment with an

academic advisor. Students who
are not sure whether they are
completing the proper number of
hours should check with the Admissions and Records Office.
National Direct Student Loan
( NDSL) Seminars have been
scheduled for those students receiving aid from this program.
The purpose of the seminar is to
familiarize students with the program. A slide . presentastion
called "Pennies From Heaven"
will be shown at all seminars.
Every student receiving aid
through this program MUST attend one of the seminars. A record will be kept of all the student who attend.
The seminars will be held in

of other members of the university community willing to
lend their technical expertise to
support the project.Throughout the Winter
trimester. SURVEY ·79 will be
asking a lot of questions. Most of
them will be asked of randomly
selected students who will receive a questionnaire mailed to
their homes . Other questions will
be asked of dubs and organizations on campus. Still others will
the Commuter Center (219) on
the following Tuesdays :
February 13th and 27th. March
13th and 27th. May 29th. June
12th. July 24th. and August 7th.
People seheduled for check disbursement after these dates will
receive notification from the
Financial Aid Office.
t he Financial Aid Award year
from July 1. 1978 through June 30.
1979 is over. No more new aid applications for 78-79 will be accepted. This means that applications for SEOG. NDSL. and
College Work Study will not be
accepted because all awards
have just about been given.
July 1. 1979 starts a new award
year and applications for the
79-80 A.C.T. and I.S.S.C. awards
are available and will be accepted. The· Institutional Applica. tions will be available on March
1st.

One application for the 78-79

be asked of the university com- .
munity in the PRINT. Some of
the questions will be just for fun.
but most will be a serious effort
to learn more about the people at
Northeastern and the place itself.
The commitment of those now
involved in SURVEY ·79 and the
enthus iasm expressed by those
who hear about the projectr indicates a growing interest in finding out where we' re all " coming
from" and where we intend to go.
year. the B.E .O.G .. is still being
accepted until March 15th. Bring
them in as soon as possible to
aboid delay.
·
ALL four year students receiving aid MUST be enrolled in some
degree program ? ( und
ALL four year students receibing aid MUST ee enrolled in some
degree program l undergraduate
or graduate). Students At Large
is not considered a degree program .
A new Financial Aid Handbook
for 1978 - 1979 is now available upon request. The booklet explains
in detail about all of the various
aid programs for students.
Students shuld double check
the above information to make
sure that they do not miss out on
any important information .
Otherwise. there is a good chan~
that they will find themselves
with an AVALANCHE of problems.
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Some of the places we will visit
will be London. Edinburgh. York.
Torbay, and Lake Windermere.
There will be ample time for
sightseeing, particularly in London and Edinburgh. A private
bus will be available to the group ..
both for travel throughout
England and Scotland and also
for sightseeing within · London
and Edinburgh.

letters).
S.,A. M.

Dear Fellow Business Students :
What kinds of programs does
Where were you at 1:00 p.m , on the club have? Last semester
Thursday. February 11? Well you there was I a resume writing
could have (should .have!) been workshop . an in_terview
at S.A.M.'s (Society for the Ad- workshop, . speakers about the
vancement of Management) first Becker and the Miller C.P.A.
meeting of the semester.
Review Courses. a program
Who came? . Thirty-five con- about small business r:nanagecerned students attended. It was . ment. ~nd also opportunities for
exciting to walk into room S-131 students to attend management
and see it practically filled with and marketing conventions. Prostudents,
with the first grams for this semester will be
meeting of last semester at planned ~long these guidelines as
which approximately ten people well as inviting professionals
showed up.
·
from the field to come to the unHow did they know about the iversity to ~wer ' questions
meeting? They paid attention to about future career opvarious signs posted throughout portunities. Some programs are
the school. which are put up already planned. others will deweekly.
pend upon the requests · of the
Wby did. they come?° Well. club's members.
that. you know the who.
so.me after surviving registration
wanted io know if it's always like what, where. when. and why of
. that. Others wanted to know S.A.M.'s first meeting. the next
whether having a College of Busi- question is directed to you : WILL
ness instituted in. the school is a .YOU COME TO THE NEXT
real possibility "( two of the.issues 'MEETING? Meetings are held
s .A.M. is · concerned · withl . every Thursday at 1:00 P.M. in
Others wanted. to know the club's ·s.131, except · when scheduled
agen<la for the semester.
club programs ·conflict.
What does the club have
Let me rerriind you that S.A.M.
planned? ~ There are -tentative is the only business club on camplans for at least two programs pus. A club is worthless if it exper month : This includes ists in name only. Like any orspeakers from the various · seg-. ganization. its plans must be
ments of the business-world such . made and executed by people if
as the accounting, marketing. anyone is to derive some benefit
and management fields . from it. Your participation in
(Although the club is called the S.A.M. today can affect your
Society for the Advancement of future. S.A.M. is a nationallyManagement, it encompasses all ·knowtt professional organization
the fields of business - market- and membership is valuable to
ing, finance, etc. There is prehave on your resume. So come to
sently a separate Accounting our next meeting. ·Help us. Help
Division, and S.A.M. is consider- yourself.
ing expanding itself by also forming a separate Division of
A. Weitzberg
Marketing) .
S.A.M.

co~

Northeastern Illinois Universi
to those participating in the pnr
ty. through PIE and' the College gram.
of Education. will offer a studyAmong the schools to be visited
tour of experimental and in- 'are Dartington Hall in southwest
novative schools in England and
England. Abbotsholme School in
Scotland jn May. _1979. We will
the Lake Country of England.
. spend · tw<> · wee~ in: cl~room · and Kilquhanity School ( in. - work Northeastern. two weeks fluenced greatly by Summerhill l
· in visitation of ~hools in Britain
in Scotland. These schools vary
- and an additional week at from one another in their
- Northeastern upon our retui:,i. philosophies but 'an deviate
Six hours:of. credit wiJI be offered rather markedly from the norm.•
·
· : ·· · · · · · · • ·
.
0

at

Off ·T:he Track

Now

.

Yearb·ook?

voted

following

: 'lbe·
Musical Events will be presented by the Department
February 5th, 1979:
• Tuesday, February 6th
STUDENT.RECITAL
Bernadine-Dziallo. Dute
8:00, Recital Hall, A-131
and Richar4 Heinz, bassoon and voice

..

of Music d~ing the week of

SCHUBERT SERI~
Chamber Music Reci~I
Wiiliam Schutt, piano ,
Adrian Gola, violin ·:
Vincent Oddo, viola ·
Marijane Siegal, cello:
- Harold Siegal, string bass
.
. _
Program wiU.incl. . the "Trout'~Qui•e:t• : . · ,..
Rondo Brillant in B Minor. Adagio and_'.
.
Rondo Concerl:ante. Co-sponsored by ~~.B. _

:••• • • • • ~ - c•.- • , • , • •• • • ~ . "' . , .... , •• ,.,._ ...... ,_ J< ~ -• · · • • •.., • . , . ' - • · · · · · """' ..... 9 .. .. "~ •

]

Places to g~ ...
Places to see.-..

by Donald Czowiecki
There are many. many historical sites and points of interest
all arouna the city. Most people.
however. don't even know about
them. Well·. in order to enlighten
all of the fo\ks who are a little
curious about them. the following
list has been compiled. This list
doesn't contain museums and institutes. Instead. it is a list of
some of the . more interesting
spots around the university and a
few from around the city.
THE UNI PARKING LOT is
one of the mo~ prominent points
of interest. Every day of the
week . a new drama. unfolds as
students . and 'faculty alike all
come together for "CAR WARS."
.
.
.
an action packed ordeal to find a
parking space.
One historical fact about the lot
is the recent controversey that
surrounded it. · The tremendous
Dear Print Editor.
- student body. The seniors whose efforts_put forth by the surroundI have attended Northeastern graduating picture appeared in ing community to keep UNI
for almost four years. I have ·the yearbook received a book. members off the streets and botin Student Senate elections.
and there •were 500 left to hand tied up in the parking lot was a
amwered· surveys in the mail.
out on campus.
turning point in history. It would
and participated in student acUnfortunately. I was not in be very •interesting to know-if the
tivities. Why is it that J never
time to be one of the lucky 500. community residents would like
heard about the fact that ·1 can't
Why .didn' t they have enough the UNI lot closed to them during.
get a yearbook this year? In the
money? How am I going to get a the · evening. especially sirice
past, all I had to do was show my
yearbook? There are supposed to THEIR stt eets are buried.
· · 1.D. ·at the yearbook office and I be several pictures of me in that . ·THE REST · ROOMS OF UNI
was given a· book. I ·always un- book. I WANT A COPY! Would · are quite noteworthy for their ,
derstood that part of my ac- someone please explain to me contributions · to the · film intivities fee paid for that book.
how· this whole mess came dustry .. A rumor has it that some
. This year, when I tried to pick
about? And tell me what I can do of · the dialogue for the films
. up the book, I was told t_h at there
to change the sifuation? Is .. Patton" and .. Animal . House"
· were. no more available. I was
anyone e-lse annoy~ that they was copied directly from the
-1~fd. that · tijete was not enough. can't get their yearbook? Maybe. walls. as were many .of th~ ii-.
~ey alloted to the yearbook
no one knows about this situation lustratiori.s for the ·soon to be restaff to print ~~ for the total
- now they do!
_.: ~ · 1.e ased flick . · "Mickey _Mouse' s
Sue ~ le~f : 0a~e."

Thursday, February 8th
8:00, Auditorium

The cost for the study-tour will
be $1.031 which includes airfare.
hotel with breakfast. cost of the
private bus. and tuition.
If you are interested in this exciting venture. please . contact
either Dan Bock in room 4-016.
telephone extension 8333. or Mrs.
Rosenfeld. Secretary. · Educational Foundations Department.
room 4-010. telephone extension
8327.
. Springtime in Great Qritain is
beautiful!

+l

to it. The story is about a forty
foot shark that terrorizes those
who enter the pool. but three ad'.
venturers ( a UNI security guard.
a life guard: and a young environmental ·studies majorl venture
out in a used inner tube to rid the
pool of the menace.

THE CORNER OF KIMBALL
AND FOSTER offers all who

bother to stand there a glimpse of
history in the making. The
chances are that 25 years ·will
pass ~fore one solitary bus does.
One stubborn . would-be
passenger claimed that he missed the end of his teen years and
all of his adult life just _waiting
fora bus.
THE UNI SWIMMING POOL
is a place that will possibly
become· a landmark soon. There
is a very strong chance that the
swimming pool will be used as
the location for .. Jaws 3." This
time the plot has a different t_wist

THE UNI GAMEROOM marks
the spot where Luciuszira
Corneliaswaj. a foreign exchange
student. scored over five million
points on a pinball machine while
waiting for his turn to pay his tuition.,
THE UNICORN is the last of
the UNI sights on the list. Ac-

PRPff, the offieiall7 reeopised student newspaper serving Nortlaeuter11'1lllnoil Univenit7, 5500 N. St. Louis Ave., Chicago, ill.
80825, ii pu~hed each Friday during the regular ~emic year.
llaterial .p u~hed herein ii Dot to he confuaed with views expreued
by the llllivenity adminiltratioa.
The editors have sole autbarity governing all material submitted
and ~e.tbe right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need
not· ~p~ all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
. he maintained.
Deadline for submitting material ii Tuesday, 12:00 noon, for the
following Friday's iuue. All copy must be typed. Late
or material

copy

that does not conform to the standards set forth under Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly by the editors. The
edi'ton will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the editor, an- ·
· nouneements, articles, photos, advertising or other submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
~tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain :
confidential upon request. Obseenties are discouraged.
'rhe· office of the Print ii open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Our telephone nui;iiber is S83-4o50, ~xtensions
508 and 509, and 510. . After 9:00 p.m. or after the· switchboard is
elOled, call direct 583-4065.

Editor-in-chief .:........ . . . ., .-.:·.. . : . . ~: . .- . . . .Tom Groamayer
· Managing Eclter ..... .. . . . . ; _' _. ·... . .'. .. : .·.. .Dim L Sa•llen
Associate F.dlter .. . .. . . . .. .... '. •'-.• ... . .-.·.. . .. .William Raeplia
Co-Sports Editen,.. . . ... .. .. .. . .. ·. -~
Slepal, Dick QnlffliPboto Editor ... ......... ... .. . .... .... . ..Georse L Railnall Jr.
Bainess Maager . .. . .. .... . ..... . , .. ..... . . .... . .. .Daw Badli
Grapldc Editor ...... . ..... . . . . : . .. . . .. . .. ..... . .!Wart Scllllltz
Facalty: A ~ .. . ... . . .. . .. . .................. ·: Tom liebett

Staff:

~athy Collios, Mike Cozzi, Jay Geller, Robert Kosinski,
Steve Romamski, A.B. Richards, Ellen;Tursky, Walter Weiss,
Bachi, Dan Pearson, Siddy 1.iegler, Sue Nicol, Dave .
Raulli, ~ Cerny, Robert Gerber.

Dave
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Dick ~ano. George .L.

.

Raiman Jr:,. Steve .Saunders, Rochele Gordon, , Dave D>ehler.
· · Arthur Mi~ewicz, Claire Costelio.
··
Grapbics; George L. :Rairnan_J~.; Mark 8:cl'uitz.. · _:
.·
. . : ' _.
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The. Office of C~munity ~rvitts offers information and referqd .
to adult~ who are ·considering returning to school. or who ha\'e recently returned to school after an interruption in their _edocation. J,f
you would like infonnation concerning admission and records. spel•ial ~
programs. Univer:sity services. community and soc;ial · services or :
~eneral i~formati~,n- stop by the Office of Community Services. ·room·
108of the ...B-Wing". or call ext . 326.

Senior

~

C,l('l'?Z'r'

WHEN

OF' ti/€ .Stvo'w'.
.-,,,,,,,.

•

..,~._•"°~

WINGS" . Each week they bring
you 4 hours of women's music.
thoughts. issues. ideas. news.
poetry and culture .. Like no show
. ,you' ve ever heard .. . . anywhere.
Until 10 p.m.
. .¥qNDA Y FEB. Q ,
..
.
. At. 3 p.m ., the. Wizard brings
y~u a' program which will focus
on "ENERGY. IN THE THIRD
WORLD' ;. Guests on this · p~
gram will include Jim Howe.
Senior Fellow at. _the Overs{'.as
..D!:!v.e lopmeni Co.uncil. . and
Marcello AlonsQ. Dfrec.tor of the
Dept. of Scientific Affairs of
American States. l Moderated by
Ha,rry . Ellis . . Washington . correspondent of the. · Christian
Science Monitor> . 3.0 minutes.
• _ At 7_p.m .. .tune in to 88.3 FM for
a look at "COMMERCIAL
FRAUD" . .This program will
· focus on commercial advertising.
which utilizes the deepest of
psychology to . induce t seduce? I
the yiewer or listener by the most
effective means . Approx ... 20
mins .
TUESDAY FEB. 6
At 3 p.m .. WZRD will take a
look at the worldwide operations
of the Multinational corporations
involved in agribusiness in "BITTER FRUITS' ". Del Monte is the
. largest canner of fruits and
vegetables in the world . This program is. based on .t he report of the
North American Congress .on
Latin America and traees the de. velopment of Del Monte from its

birth in 1916 through its present T.HURSDA Y FEB. 8
day exploitation of in~ustrialized
At 3 p .m .. WZRD will present a
and third -world countries. Very .program which deals with "THE
informative . .. 30minutes.
EXPORT OF AMERICAN
.WEDNESDAY FEB. 7
.WEAPONS" and examines the
At 7 p.m .. WZRD presents an
ramifications of our. . current
in-0epth . loo)<- at. the ' problems · status .as . world SIJpporier and
· created _ by · ·NUCLEAR produ~er of war. supplies.- ApWASTES.: . AN: ETERNAL
P,rox. ~0min1,1tes.
. .
PROBLEM". Science and
At 7 p,m ., WZRD will present a
-technology have done well in prQgrarn which takes a look , at
creating atomic energy. but they . the s.u~r .rich .anf asks, "~HO
_rate an ." F'~ for failing to come RULES AMERJ<;A?'. ' .• -William ~
. up wilh any perrpanent .SQlution , .DofnQOff,.• a -leading .researcher
. to this problem which_threatens on poUtical _power in America,
. the very existence of.. hum~ity t;:ilks about the.ruling elites : who
as we know it. Dr. Judith they are, -how they work and why
Johnsrud. co-director of the En- they have power. 30 minutes.
vironmental Coalition on Nuclea~
As· always your comments .and ·
Power. is interviewed. 30 suggestions· for' future prygrams
minutes.
are.appreciated . . .

.. H.istorical Places
(Continued from· pa'Qe 2) : .. _bigge; t rorri~y clu9 around and
cording to statistics. many -good ..:- it runs ~a '.close race with Second
times have been enjoyed in there City. Each and every day, some
by students studying for tests. joker comes up with a real
Strangely. no one has ever seen l~ughable idea .to .help spend the
an open textbook within twenty . timE: and the city' s money.
yards of the Unicorn.
THE JEWELRY COUNTER
Now for the city. Outside of the : AT MONTGOMERY WARD
major tourist attractions. there !DOWNTOWN>. _Don"t ask why;
are many unknown points to see. only a few people know.
But only two will be listed here so
• These were just a few of the
that every student can attempt to many interesting places around.
find the others.
So why not take a day off and go
· CITY HALL is one of the most on a sight-seeing tour. You can
popular points. but most people
visit the places mentioned here
don't realize the most ·entertain- and probably find some. of your
ing aspect -of it. City Hall is the own as well .

CF/BIN FEVER. (JJ/11/T
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-
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Tf/EY'/?e·
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A benefit performance of "THE FIVE MILE HOUSE" will be held
Saturday, February 3, at 7:30 p:m . in The Stage Center. Tickets $3.00. :
All proceeds will be used to defer expenses for the trip to LaCross.
Wisconsin where the Speech Department's production of~"'I)te Five .
Mile House" will be presented at.' the .American College Theafri ·
Festival, i,:ebruary 8-11.
·
· · ·
· -··
SPANISH CLUB SOS: If you have any balls of yam and would be
willing to donate them to the Spanish Club please: bring them to the
Foreign Language Office 2-041 or 2-043 at your earliest-convenience.:
This yarn will be used in making "ojos de Dios at a •Spanish Club·
Festival on March 31.

Y£rlfl.J 1-r:s

•

0

Some

rc!"Ve..f. You

•

,-"'4....._~_..,,,_._.,.,,__.'111111,. . room

Long-time North Shore· resident Gayle Karchmar is teaching an
adult education ·class, Divorce at Northeastern Illinois University.
Since recent statistics show tnat 60% of all marriages end in divroce,
it seeins a timely subject.
topics covered in the class will be how
· to cope with your emotions, helping your children. the singles scene,
·and divorce law. ·
·
The class begins Thursday, Februa'ry 8 from 8-9 :30 p.m . and con. tinues ·for six weeks. The cost is $25. For further information. call the
Office of Continuing Education at 583-40.50. extension 392.

hour,and 45 minutes . .
SATURDAY FEB. 3
Every Saturday at 12 :30 p.m ..
WZRD has ~n prese_nting-a unique series of interviews and updates on the scheduled
"DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY
·79". which is ,an international
weapons fair . C~mrnunity protest
has been mounting since October
. a,nd this s.ho.w will .ke.ep yo_u informed as to the current plans-of
those opposed to this .. Arrlis
Bazarre" which is scheduled for
the third weekend of this month
in Rosemont IL. Approx. 1 hour ·
SUNDAY FEB ..4
•
Every Sunday at 12 noon
WZRD presents the "SUNDAY
MORNING NIGHTMARE''. Thjs
show features the most unique
and unusual music you've ever
heard anywhere! · Ma·ny imported
records are playe~ that aren'. t
available anywhere in .the land o(
US. Check it out .. . Until 3 p.m. -1Not for punks only>. ~
Every Sunday night .at 6 p.)11;.
WZRD welcomes you to our restdent feminist radio collective
known as ··WOMEN WITH

°'

STODENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN wiit hold .
•
·, • rneetings every Tuesday in February, at 1:·oo p.m .·
·
in
3-056. ·we will be working on plans for' the Winter 'Carnival.
· Anyone interested in exceptional chi ldren, fun,- or an active organization, pleas~ join us!
.
· Do you like to make craft items in your spare_~ime? Do you like to
sew or paint or draw? If so, please· contact the· STUDENT COUNCIL
. FOR ~XCEPTIONAL CHILDREN, (through the·Special Ed. office)
and help us out We need·many prizes made for our Winter Carnival in
March . Puppets, pillows, toys, or anyting will be appreciated.
. U.N.i . MCYI'ORC_YCLE--GLUB is looking for students ttiat are' interested in motorcycling. We plan to have field trips. picnics, and
many other fun social functions. Seminars oil · maintenance of
motorcycles, safety tips, and more. If interested come to C.C. 216 at
i :00 P .M. on Thursday. February 15, 1979. If you cannot come, but are
interested, call ext: 497. ask for·Majorie Jennings, Dale McCormack.
or Bob ·McDonald: they will be glad to amwer any questions. thank
you.
11411._.....,.,...,..IA
END YOUR WINTER BLUES. Dine and dance
Dine and dance with the Spanish Cl~b on Friday evening: March 2 at
the Schaumburg LA MARGARITA Restaurant. Please bring a $5.00
deposit before to Marisa .Baggio.' 2-043 or 2-040. First 50 guests are
guaranteeda reservation.
'
·
·
•

Here again for you is our
weekly radio guide which will inform you of our scheduled programs , for .the coming week .
Please keep in mind that the
overwhelming majority of our
programming is· produced in a
free-form-at . as students plan.
· create and produce their own
shows. Our current broadcast
schedule begin~ at 12 noon now·
daily". and starts at 10 a.m . on
· weekends and continues until 10
,. p.m. every night. We still want
. very much to expand our
. · schedule in both directions . . .
· and ·YOU ·can help. Call ·X518 for
: ·details .
. FRIDAY FEB. 2
. · Even ·Friday at 2 p.m .. the
: .Chicago Gray Panthers Radio
.Collective presents "NOT FOR
SENIORS ONLY" . This program ·
: is produced and engineered en• tirely by this community or· ganization and features an exceUent newscast and commen- tary. interviews with community
groups. and community: announcements and news blended with
various genres of_music. Aprox. 1

"UGLY PIECES" POSTPONiD! The Department of Speec:h and
Performing Art_s.has rescheduled the performances of " Ugly Pieces"
for February 16·, l'.7, 21, 22, 23, 24:at 7:30 P .M. in ·The Stage Center. Admission $2.50. Students.and
·c;itizens. $1.25: UNI students with
valid ID free. ~co~mended for Adults Only! ·
r•

t.lST£N .19L,9N, oori'r .8£L/£VE
. EVE./i'Y TH/NG Yol.i. R€AD
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·II BEOWULF.-

T Murphy & D Hawe

the Dane

BEOWLF LEARNS OF TROUBLE IN THE LAND
RULED BY HROTHGAR

SENSING A CHALLENGE, BEOWLF ACCEPTS
FATE'S INVITATION

HE ENLISTS THE AID OF HIS WARRIOR COIIPANIONS

CCAB Digest

l~~~
·commentary

By Richard Vega
The Blizzard of ·79 has not put
the Commuter Center Activities
Board ( CCAB l out of comm1ss10n. it has caused the
rescheduling of the Winter
Trimester's schedule somewhat.
Most of us in Illinois should be
satisfied with the snow we have
received'thus far from nature. so
it should be good to know that the
events scheduled by CCAB
doesn' t involve snow.
UNICORN FILMS will present: " The Last Detail" at 1:00
p.m . on February 6th. Unicorn
Films are purposely shown on
Tuesdays during the Activity
Hour in t where else? l the
Unicorn. located in the lower
level of the Classroom Building.
For additional information. contact Marvin Hughes . Chairperson
of this committee. Or contact any
Unicorn Films committee
member.
ROLL · EM FILMS. yet another
committee of CCAB. lras planned
the film : .. BURN" to be shown in
the Auditorium here at UNI.
Wednesda y around 7:00 on
February 7th. Interested in find-

ALL students.
The farce increases its proportions. as those who mouth off
among themselves. sledom. if
material that is submitted. and ever. attempt to voice their compublish only those articles re- plaints in a formal manner. adlated to people, organizations. dressing face to face . those peoand events that the PRINT tends ple they feel are to blame for any
to favor. ~he rest of the material non-or misrepresentation of
is supposedly sneared at and dis- facts .
carded. as garbage.
Naturally. the PRINT. as a
This is rather ironic for at least human effort. is subject to error.
two reasons. First of all. the · Nobody connected with the paper
PRINT needs informative claims perfection. However.
material. Many events are not when the effort is genuine. it
cove r ed by the sc hool should not be -subject to ridicule
newspaper. due to a lack of man- · and insult from those who do litpower and willing writers. Yet tle more than engage in petty
any written material is seldom. if gossip in the corner. How about
ever. merely thrown in the waste some positive contributions.
basket. Those who do the most rather than this negative
complaining are rarely around criticism? Come out of the corthe PRINT office making ners. kiddies and let your \'Oices
legitimate contri butions to what be heard by all. Submit your own
is a school newspaper. open to personal propaganda'

Dissatisfaction
•

By Susan Niegl
For·some unknown reason. students around Northeastern.
especially some of those involved
in clubs or organizations on campus. are expressing dissatisfaction with the PRINT. Not ·only
are they expressing disgust. but
actually circulating the rumor. of
the notion that they are entertaining. that the PRINT is a
politically motivated paper. concerned solely with the furthering
the selfish interests of those affiliated with the paper.
Obviously this in ,itself is quite
humorous -- but wait' There is
more!
Certain students have been
heard to comment. that the
editor and staff. go through all

ANO BEARS HIS INTREPIO GROUP INTO THE ORIVING
SURF IN PURSUIT OF GLORY

ing out more??? Simply contact
Laura Baldassarra. Chairperson
of this particular committee.
Movies are not the only things
offered by CCAB. For example :
SPECIAL EVENTS will hold a
Valentine's Dance on February 9.
1979. It will be held in Alumni
Hall from 8:00 p.m . to 12 :00 midnight. Further information may
be found by contacting Francine
Campbell. Chairperson for this
committee or any of Special
Events· members .
Rescheduling has been done by
ROLL ' EM. it has placed the Xrated movie: .. Emmanuelle :
Joys of a Woman" for May .8th. It
was to be shown on the 17th of
January. Another rescheduling ..
. done by the LECTURES committee is the Subliminal Seduction lecture which will be on
March 1st.
The PERFORMING ARTS
committee will present : "The
HOBBIT" . a special puppet presentation which will be on
Februa ry 8th. in the Auditorium .
Thursday during the Activity
Hour 1 1: 00 p.m . l . For more in(9<>n!jn_l,!_~d or:, page 6) ·

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Mini-U

·•• •

Lama Kung Fu

By Jack Soderberg
& Richard Vega
Mr. Jack Soderberg 1st degr~
Black Sash will be offering
mini-u classic in the ancient

Chinese Art of Kung-Fu during
the Winter Term.
Mr. Jack Soderberg has taught
over 1400 students within a 31 2
'years period and has trained· un-

JEWISH MAGIC AND
SUPERSTITION
·WILL BE THE TOPIC
OF A DISCUSSION LED
-BY
RABBI HOWARD ADDISON OF CONG
SHAARE TIKVAH
TUESDAY FEB. 6,- 1979
-

I•

1 :00 CC218
SpOIJS0red' by
.'
yisroel

klal

SPRING , SUMMER ,
FALL INTENSIVES

1i

COURSES STARTING
THIS MONTH:
DAT, SAT, LSAT

der master Wai Lun Chois in
China Town for 51 2 years l who
was the full contact Champion of
South-East Asia. in 1971).
In three years of competing in
tournaments he has accumulated
over twenty trophies and medals.
Also became Weapons Champion
of the Midwest for 1977.
Mr. Jack Soderberg will be
holding classes called Lumu
King-fu . a Chinese Art that goes
back 500 years to the Tibetary
Monds in China which not only
teaches one how to defend
yourself. but also ,teaches one
how to attack if necessary.
The classes are listed below :
1Classes start Fe~ruary 5th and
10th ) Lama Kung Fu Beginners :
Monday 8 weeks beg. 1:00 - 2:00
p.m . 2/5-4 /2; Monday 8 weeks
beg. 5:30- 7:00 p.m . 2/5-4/ 2: Monday 8 weeks advanced 7: 30 - 9:00
p.m . 2/5-4/ 2.
Lama Kung-Fu Advanced :
Saturday 8 Weeks - beg. 9:00 10:30 a .m . Saturday 8 Weeks Adv. -10 :30- 12 :00 Noon
If interested contact mini-U office at Ext. 391 or go to the
Beehive building 3rd fll)Or and
sign up now men and women.
.

I,

Educational Center
Call D1,s EYenln11 lo Wuuna

.

• r

•

&

•

•

,.

NEXT MONTH:
MCAT, SAT, LSAT
GRE

6216 N, Clark
Chicago4 I l l 60660
(312)76 -5151
For Information About Other Centers
In Ma,ior US Cities & Abroad

Outside NY State
CALL TDLL FREE: -·223-1712

BECOME A ·
COLLEGE CAMP-US

DEALER
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest
prices. High Profits!
NO INVESTMENTS REQUIRED
For details, contact:
FAD Components, Inc.

65 Passaic Ave., P .0. Box 689
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
Ilene Orlowsky

(201 )227 -6800
•...,
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Northeastern Presents
'.'The Hobbit''

line for ten minutes and those are
By Duane Cerny
The time is eight thirty. mornmyfr1es !"
By Larry ~rittan
own reality. your own world: is a courageous effort to bring an
Ten minutes," breathes the
ing for !llOSt. At the Bryn Mawr
Puppeteer Rusty Steiger is where you can have whatever ancient art form to a population
first. "huh! You cut in here from
side of campus a steady stream
of snow-sopped cars skid Lemtee coffee line and I saw ya do coming to Northeastern to pre- magic or rules that you want. looking for meaningful amusesent -his unusual adult puppet That' s what the fun of fantasy is. ment. In the adaptation of " The
ming-like into the lot. careening it. "
play. " The Hobbit. " based on l don' t know if we' ll have any Hobbit" by Rusty Steiger, you
about in a style reminiscent of
"That's a lie!"
J.R.R. Tolkien' s classic fantasy nota ble influence in this country have both an intriguing and an
"You callin' me a liar? "
the Evil Knievil school of d~unk
driving. One by one the last of the
The second woman slams the novel. ' CCAB's performing Arts as far a s opening a new area of adu.lt story. One that's likely to
parking spots are uatomatically fries back in the rack. " Take Committee sponsors this adapta- theater - pupperty for adults -- enthrall both young and old.
immobilized. and soon the drool
your Goddamn fries. take 'em. I - tion which takes place on Thurs- but I hope we will. " The creative Come /see this unique form of
of desperation comes of age.
hope ya get stomach cancer from day. February 8 at I :00 in the use of puppets to entertain adults drama next Thursday.
Auditorium.
A Volvo makes a speedy dash
the grease ."
The adaptation is as close to
" Agh ," whines the first.
for a miniscule niche between a
the true nature of the book as
van and a used-to-be chevy:
.n"blow it out your nose!"
possible. using its accuracy and
At the same moment at the
One o'clock. an elevator in the panache to present an im. other end of . the lane. a
Volkswagon spots this same reclassroom building. Twelve peo- aginative portrayal of characters
ady made spot. It see·s the Volvo ple are wonned into the cab at larger than life. It is a delightful
combination of colorful
and the challef!ge begins. The · basement level.
illustration by artist Karl Raack
.. Somebody push three.
beetl4' s little wheels dig deeply
and thoughtful and creative
into the white turr' and burn a litplease.' '
Chicagoland's used and
dramatic acting by Mr. Steiger
tle rubber with a little whir. The
" Four. please."
demo Stereo Specialists
··one. I say, could somebody who brings the added dimension
pressure:, on.
of believability to the various
The Volvo suddenly groans at
push one? "
Save 40% to 70% off comparable'
characfers.
the sight of the Volks . .ifs tires
" Got it!" ·
new
prices
.
In addition to Rusty. there are
spinning mindlessly until trac" Two.' '
eight other actors p roviding 30
tion is made. It races for the tiny
" Get it yourself."
Every piece -guaranteed like one of a
different voices. Each puppet is
hole. blind the world.
" Well pardon me ."
kind
.
operated by six other puppeteers.
And the Volkswagon leans
" Y,ou're standing on my foot."
head-on toward the Volvo. it's
" Yeh. I'm sorry, but there's Music from _such instruments as
Used Specials:
four cylinder breath cursing in twenty-four feet in this the lute . harp. cello. harpsicord
KENWOOD KR6400 ... , ........ $249
and the harp are featured in a ten
German. He's pissed.
elevator."
"Yeh, and one of yours is stan- piece orchestra that provides the
The two arrive simultaneously
FISCHER 4060 ................ $149
accompaniment to set the mood
at the sliver of a space and each
ding on one of mine~
~•.. well there' s no room. I mean. of the drama.
are quick to hedge and edge the
DUAL 1214 ....................
I
If you are not familiar with the
like where do ya want me to · put
corners of their respective bumONKYO 7022 .................. $199
story. here is a short description
pers into the spot. They stop
it? "
to
set
the
mood.
It
would
be
betbefore impact. mere inches
There is laughter.
DYNACO SCA35 ................ $65
·•Listen. I'll forget you even ter if you went to see the play
between imports. mere moments
asked that if you just move your first han'd. However. I can tell
between insurance claims. The
GERARD GT10 Demo .......... $68
you that its a saga depicting the
cars sit in silence. glaring at one
foot."
AR XA ........................ $4-5
.. And r II move my foot the forces of good versus evil. of the
another. waiting. Neither moves.
swift but small persevering over
next time you open your mouth.··
each engine idles a little ·raster
SCOTT R315 . .. ..... . .. . ......
with the tension at hand. Sweat
" Out. please. out. Excsue me. the lanky and clever foe . Of
MARANTZ 2270 ......... ., .... $275
please. Excuse me. Move it. power and its less than heroic
begins to form on the Volvo's
consequences upon anyone who
Clyde . Scoot it over. sister."
windshield. the perspiration
PIONEER SX525 .... -~- ..........
entertains its use. It is an advenfreezing quickly with the cold.
Much Much More!!! Complete
ture
of
great
trials
and
tribulaFour o' clock. the bus stop. A
SOMETHINH ' S GOTIA GIVE .
small crowd bounces in the cold. · tions .
SOMETHIN' S GOTIA GIVE .
systems from $75 to $750
In the words of Rusty Steiger.
SOMETHIN' SGOTIA . ..
change in hand. eyes locked upon
HEAR AGAIN STEREO 7002 N.
puppetry is exciting because ·
T HE Volkswagon·s window
the approaching bus.
rolls down. " Move it. Bozo."
Th ey boar d . j a mmin g -··you reall y hav.e license. as you
California Chicago 338-TT37
.. Agh. " whimpers the Volvo in
themselves tight into the crowd. do in cartoons. to create your
retreat. .. stick it up your
losing inhibitions for the sake of
headlights ' ..
warmth . And they shudder as a
group . huddled together like a
Twelve noon. the cafeteria.
football team awaiting a 1play to
be called . A few people begin to
Waiting in line for French fries .
" Scuse me ." says the first
talk. nicely even. Other people
smile. scoffing at the weather.
woman . " but. like I was here
Army-NaV): Surplus • Camping Goods
laughing at something they don't
first. "
YOUR LOCAL UNCLE DAN'S I S AT
The second sighs, .. No. no... I"
quite unde rstand. · Survivi ng.
STOP IN
that' s all it is. Surviving za
was here first and those fries are
3350 Bryn Mawr, Chicago
AND GIVE US
mine . I' ve been waitin' in this
winter blues.

l]l]uJl:B uJCBuJOGJ

$55

$99

$99

A TRY!!

588-'H90

BEFORE YOU
·GRADUATE •••
-LEARN

YOUR COLD WEATHER CLOTHING SPECIALIST !!

WHERETO
FIND THE

BEST JOBS ·
SEND OR TAKE
OURFTD

HOME

LOVEBUNDLE®
BOUQUET

and what you might
still do to land one!
First of a five-part series in
FEBRUARY REDBOOK

YOUR VALENTINE
WILL LOVE IT!
The romantic FTD LoveBundle"' Bouquet. We
can send it almost
anywhere, the
FTDway.

S00.00

Person-Wolinsky CPA Review Courses
Wait for our Mid-February Start

OUR SURVEY INDICATES

2/3
Passing
Rate

... in less time
'..at less total cost

-~

I

Valentine's Day
Wednesday, February 14

Doni let other COUl'MS "panic" you into starting now. Our
candidates' succ:ess proves it's just not ~
- Why down and start forgetting information long before the exam
takes place?
With other COUl'MS you may leave your best efforts in the
classroom. We teach you how to bring them Into the eum
room.

Our program teaches you to pass
Unlimited review sessions are provided. These are available at the candidate's convenience. And they are available
right up to the eum date.

IT ALL WORKS • ASK ANY ONE OF OUR
THOUS~NDS OF SUCCESSFUL ALUMNI
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND FREE SAMPLE
usE THE HANDY couPoN BELow

, (?_f!£~':_L (~1.2_t1!!:!_3_!! _______ _
AM E J:I IC A,S ,---------------I
Person-Wolinaky CPA ReYiew - 745 RoN Ln., Matt-, ll 60443
i
11 ~-r - - ·
II
-· --- ---· · · .. · ...
II
MOST
I
II
Up-To-DATE I
I
I
CPA
II
fI
REVIEW
I
....,.u.,,,-,,,:c.
I
._ _________________ nu _ _____ __
_ ·-;:_-··-;::-_:-;;;; __ ... J
IAMIN TEP.C STeDIN PREP•R ,.,G roR

TH E FO LLO WING EXA.MS":

□ • c c ou NTIN G

-

•

o rncosv

,

Ao o r. c s s ___

• __

__ _ _ __

f' rUtl~ I IC!;

(] J,U Dl i1: 1.:.

OLA W

PLFASE ~[ P,,:OM I.: :
O~oroe'li'l. fo :mr. !!on,:houlthc ~o ;.i r, ~;

THE magazine for today's vital young women!

AT All NEWSSTANDS NOW!

C ITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ _ _ ____ · - - · - - -

~TATE _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ __

_ __ ___ Z IP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Cliches and CussWO~
rds

.

agains heads the cast as Spats in
BAXTER'S BEAUTIES OF 1933.
He .plays a dying Broadway producer who's told by his doctor

His wife. Trish Van Devere. does.
however. seem . out of place.
second feature

centty • o'n::_ any bus - stop in
Chicago. '
Should one eliminate about
seven words from . Pryor· s
vocabulary the show wolild be
cut in half. This would be certain
to cause some consternation on
the part of the exhi"bitors as the
film runs only eighty minutes as
_ it is.
Filmed at the Terrace Theatre
in Long Beach in December of
last year. it features Pryor in
concert doing material from his
latest Warner Brothers Album.
··Wanted" . .
Pryor is onstage ·ror seventynine of the eighty minutes. The
first minute of the film finds him
getting out his limo. walking to
the stage door and entering his
dressing room. What the film
could have used was more of the
backstage Pryor to beef up the
brevity of the total package:
However. the minutes they are
there are ·.Pryor at his finest. He
shares with the audience the
lighter side of heart attacks. the
problems with his ex-wife that resulted in his shooting his car.
childhood whippings and his relationships with the animal world.
Particular
favorites are his
1, J<.,.
rendition of the peculiar habits of
a pet squirrel monkey he once
owned and the reasons why white
people get snakebit in the woods
more often than black people.
The camera work tends to
more inedium a'nd tight close-ups
than are necessary . This
sometimes blocks off the
physical movements and pantomine that heighten what Pryor
is doing with the words and ex- ,
pressions. Pryor does a _grrat
deal of physi ca l exertations and
works up quite a clearly visiblE
sweat. Not a drop of which is
what comedians call. flop sweat.

l»y Daa Peano•

, ·MOVIE MOVIE is a swell idea
down the J)ath of fast money and
for a film. History may repeat
swifter women.
itself so what's wrong with a
He abandons his sweethearf. a
movie doing th~ same thing? In · ' librarian. ( Trish Van Devere) for
these modem hard times we are · the charms of a flashy torch
treated to the kind of filmmaking
singer ( Ann Reinking) named
that made America smile in the
Troubles Moran. When the- big
Great Depression.
fight comes he' s told to take a
Stanley Donen. the director of
dive which leaves the kid _with
SINGING IN THE RAIN has
dynamite hands ( earnestly
turned back the clock with a lovplayed by Harry Hamlin) in a reing comic salute to the Warner
al pickle. His srster still needs the
Brother' s social dramas and the
operation. "You know what they
Busby Berkeley backstage i:narge for an eye?' . he exclaims.
musical of the 1930's.
.. An arm and a leg!"
The first 'f eature is a black-andAll the cliches. malaprop;.
white saga of a young de- ' double entendres are played
liveryboy with dreams of becom- straight by a cast that also ining a lawyer until his sister needs eludes Art Camey. Red Buttons.
an expensive operation and he Barbara Harris and Barry
must become a prizefighter to Bostwick.' The script by Larry
raise the cash. - In DYNAMITE Gelbart ( M A S H l and Sheldon
HANDS the cliches flow fast and Keiier is ·often too rapidly paced
furious, so be rea~y for -them. to allow for all the cleverness in
The kid trained by his gruff but this schmaltzy tribute to be comwell meaning old-ti~e fighter. pletely rel~shed.
Gloves Malloy. (George C. Scottl
The • second feature is in
attracts the att~ntion of a .well glorious Technicolor and
connected mobster (Eli Wallach) features many of the same
who lures the untutored youth performers. George C. Scott once

Richard Pryor with micropbo~.

Showbiz is alive and well and living in (l ~ rl Rebecca York. George
C. Scott and Ann Reinking.
1Art Carney) he has six months
Donen keeps things light and
to live from his last visit which funny and moving. MOVIE
was five months ago. ··one MOVIE has style and wit and its
month ... utters the stricken share of groans. I like puns but
showman . .. Thirty-one days ... everybody doesn; t. It's a com" Spats... reminds the kindly pact package of nostalgia inphysician. "This is February."
troduced by George Burns. that
Determined to put on one last reflects on simpler. less comhit to support the daughter he has plicated days. He promises to
never seen. the producer. a vic- provide only one thing and he .de,
tim of Spencer's Disease. a livers . and that's entertainment.
malady which seems only to
The talents of Richard P.ryor.
strike show people. gamely starts however. reflect a more hectic
rehearsals. His production is pace in tune with t·he current decursed by a temperamental star cade. Featured in RICHARD
1Trish Van Devere, some lousy
PRYOR LIVE IN CONCERT. he
songs and a lack of cash.
does what he does best. which is
J:Ie finds a new score ran be makt an audience laugh.
\\Titten by . his new bookkeeper.
There is a warning stated on all
Barry Bostwick who sings .. I the adds that reads : .. This picknow all the words. Croon. ture contains harsh and ·very
Spoon. Moon. June... The cash vulgar language and may be conproblem is taken. care of by an sidered shocking and offensive.
anonymous donor and the prirna No explicit sex or violence is
dona problem takes care of itself shown ... While this spells out exwhen mishap occurs on opening actly what you are certain to
night and she must be replaced hear. these are words I'm sure
by a girl from the chorus. who everyone has heard. if not
wouldn' t you know. is the sometime in their past. then redaughter he has never seen.
Scott excells in both roles. He
is perfectly cast as the smooth
COLLEGE
showman and the craggy trainer.

Book Nook in the Student Ac·tivities Lounge on Monday.
February 5. 1979 starting at 1: 00.
For all those shy students :
CCAB may be the right group to
stick with since you meet friends

and not only work together ... but
also have fun. So . before the
next few feet of snow falls . don' t
slip up the chance to see what
CCAB is about!

A Roosevelt University Lawyer's Assistant represents the mark of quality and acceptance in
today's legal comm~nity.
If you are a college graduate and qualify, why not give
yourself an advantage by attending Roosevelt University's Lawyer's Assistant Program which is fully accredited by the American Bar Association.
Since the Fall of 1974, 1,250 graduates representing
·over 230 colleges and universities have chosen Roosevelt's Lawyer's Assistant Program for their career training.
Specialize in: Corporations - Estates, Trusts and Wills
- Litigation - Real Estate and Mortgages - Employee
Benefit Plans* - or become a Generalist*.
Over 325 law firms, banks, corporations and governmental agencies throughout the United States have
hired Roosevelt graduates.
,

COMMUTER CENTER
CAFETERIA
COME JOIN US
FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH AND
NOW BOUR NE,W LATE DINNER SPECIALS,
FEATURING:
-CHOICE OF ENTREE
-VEGETABLE OR POTATO
-DINNER SAlAD
-SMALL BEVERAGE
-ROLL AND BU'ITER

ALL FOR ONLY $2.45! !

GRADUATES

DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH
YOUR PARALEGAL CAREERNOT ALL LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAMS
ARE THE SAME

tCOntinued from page 4)

formation contact Tim Ean~
narino.
NIGHT CONCERTS will have a
meeting for all its members and
for interested students. The
meeting will take place above the

~

.i,.

* evening
•

program only.

,

-

. SESSIONS

□

Spring Day/February 12-May 4, 1979
Spring Evening/March l~August 25, 1979
□ Summer Day/June 11-August 31, 1979
□ Fall Day/September 24-December 17, 1979
□ fall Evening/September 11, 1979-March 1, 1980

□

Rec~iter in Placement Office.February 7, 1979
- - - - - - - - - SEND TODAY - - - - - - - - - , -

I Lawyer's Assistant Program
I ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
I

I
I

(312) 341-3882

430 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605

II

7

II

Please send me information on Roosevelt's Pllralepl Program.
□ Spring Day Program
D Spring Evening Program
□ Summer Dey Program
□ Fall Day Program
'
D Fall Evening Program
Nam._
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I

City·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ state

I
L

Roosevelt UnlversitY. admits students on the basis of Individual merit and without regard to race, color, creed, sex, or
physical handicap. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

, I
I

r

Addres-- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phon,- _ _ __

·-

-

Zip,_ _ __

J.I·

\l lree .classifieds '\_
for sale

Fox.
I love you.
Jig

Fox Baby.
FORSALE
Rand McNally 12 inch Lunar love you.
Jig Baby
Globe. with desk stand. $12.
TlS-7458.
_Suez.
I have seen you around campus
FORSALE
a couple of times. I think you are
Four GR 78-15 Atlas Goldenaire really cute. How about you and
II Tubeless White Side Wall me getting together some time.
Tires. Never Used. $275. 728-7458.
You name the time and the place.
( How about the Sleeping Bear? I
Guess Who
6/2

Wanted
I

RIDE NEEDED
From : Pratt & California and
Back
When : Five days a week
Time : 8:00a.m. to4 :00p.m.
WILL PAY!!
Please call Lottie. Ext. 320. 321.
· or 322-. or stop by office B-104!
The ' Psychology Department's
Career Planning Center provides
job matching services for Psych
majors looking for immediate
full or part time employment in
the Field. Come to S313-B or call
ext. 676. 668.

Personals
CCAB.
IsnT OUR Forie a DEVIL with
these ads using words like :
"Meatballs." " Banana," "good
One". and other such remarks?
Blackmailer

.
... ~ . I! Iii

Batman and the Batmobile.
Hope to see your smiling face
pretty soon. You have to keep in
touch so we know that the Legion
of Doom hasn't got to you.
Batgirl
Commo Cozzi "l"
When are we going to party
again?_? ?
Commo Cozzi '.'2' '
To Blackmailer:
Stock up on alot of film for you
me and everyone because our
trip awaits us .. . Party!
. Official leg breaker

To the NASTY one.
IRISH,
Buy me a bone and we'll kiss
I hope you did not get too many
·
and
make up. (On second thought
splinters last Saturday.
A.I.W.' ~ your not my type! )
.
.
Arf Arf
Ps. Nice hat on Tuesday
· BANNNNAAAANNNNNNNNNNr
Helen.
I'm still not sure whether I will
make a guest appearance at
Galaxy.
Dick
Big Greek.
_
You are just fucky that I did not
show up at the Monopoly Tournament.
/
The almighty Quagmire-,To Bill. Sandy. April. Malika. and
Dino,
Congratulations on your victory. I am looking forward to
working with you in the coming
year.
·DickQ.
Sue.
Thanks
listener.

for

being a

good

Fox.
ouyevoL I
Jig
Oh. great ( ? I Top Bannana.
Fearful •of a revolt huh! HA.
HA. HA. HA. etc.
2nd Banana

Stephen Gold.
As CTVA' s new Chairperson
for a tr:foui of six 'wee6ks . . .
Whe~e:s -your communi.cation -· K.R. ,i •
person?
When are we going to finish the
other half or' the TURKEY. The
Publi~ity Committee . wine an~ the cheese . are in the
, fridg~ .. •
Carol.
Enamoonu
Crazy to write. and so quick to
type.:How can a gal lik_e you ...
To Phil.
be involved with . . .
Ever wonqer who is lurking in
THE
MENTAL
the dark shadows behind you?
BANANAS''! !???
You think someone called your
Blackm~ile·r
name but no one is there. When
you ieast expect it I will attaci.
CAPTAIN SKY is coming!!! . The rriost you will get will be a
Coming to UNI thanks to CCAB' s
headache . . . ·
.
Special Interest Music Commit- -.. ·
·
Ralph ( Arf Arfl
tee on February 15. 1979: Watch .
for it!! !
GIB.
Here' s 4' s to you. 6/2 is the
LAUR.A.
· nicest fraction I know. Let's see
L-A-U-R-A . .. see I spell it corif you like it real soon. I only hope
rectly! ! ! Anyway. bring back
I make you as happy as you make
.. Ralph." from .. It Belongs me.
There." a.k.a. "ITS". He belongs
Love always.
here \\Tith CCAB and when some
RNIINS
of us depart for Kansas.
Ricky · Tomy'3Catholicfriends.
Just because we have diff.
TO uy ' ' NEW" COMMITTEE views on a few things we all
MEMi3ERS : Thanks for join- , -believe in the basics. It may suring! ! {1
prise you all to know that I
Laura _believe in GOD too. See you in
heaven.
Secretary, .
BLESS YOU . . .
What is FLORIE on??? She is
A non-atheist friend
always giggling and up to
something. What can we do about B.E.
it. Maybe we can call our
I'm sorry · if last weeks
"Supergirl" called the Official personal didn't settle well with
Leg-Breaker? Or is this a job for you. I never meant to get you upBatman: R;obin, an~ (the e~ci~- set.
.
ing! 1 •Batg1rl?, She 1s one .vdla1Forgi~en?
nesstobestopped!!!
Love.a(r1end
I ti
ljs..r!:"',_~-~~-"." ~7 ~i~ !! ! !.~! ~.. ~ ► t'l )'~ ~ . ..... ~ ..... .. :·~~~~ ~ ,!.,~_
ti_;..:: .~ ':J. ~ ~ tl ~
M

Arthur.
Have you .. figured. out your
spontaniousness yet??
1
Barbara

When are_the MB' s going to have
a meeting?
To all.
Beware! The rubber band
culprit is lurking. The time to·attack is near. Are yourselves.
Beware. '
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The Owner of ithe T.V. at Snow . To the aU forseeing Quag.
Command.
. Next tim~ we have ~ Monopoly
Find someone who is nice tourney. make sure you don't
enough to deserve you so we can drive!!!!
·
all go to see Onstage Majority
Disco Nick
soon. If it is this week. we can
even see Animal House! You de- - Ed.
serve the best ( maybe second
What is Saturday night . ~t
best because I am taken! I.
Whirlings~??? ·
~·s to you (love for fri~ndsl . :··: , . .
Disco Nick

·s.z.

P.S. Thanks for putting my name
in last week.

To Gigi and Kaihy.
Love the way you bop!
.
·
Disco Nick

Loyal Subjects.

To Miss Cruz.
That locker is one of a kind!!
Cologne Connoseiurre

Anita: A thousand thank yous!

Linda: ·A thousand thank yous!
Gail : A thousan<i and two thank
yous!
The Chief

Marie Francis.
How are you????

Nick
To my Favorite Cookie.
How come you are so Sweet7
Zeiker.
.
Just wanted to say - "HI"
because I think . you
very
special. I don't know ariyone as
lucky as I am to have someone as
undersJ.anding as you .are for a
brother.
·
·
Love'.

are

-Mei
MaryanneC.
.
I played your songs on the juke
box to aggravate you know who.
Janice' s frjenc:i

To Rhonda, Debbie Jo. Audrey.'
Patti. Carol Burnett. Helen,
Yocasta. everyone.
Aint we funkin now!! !
· DiscoNick
Killer.
You deserve to be a mental ·
Banana! ( Just kidding)
Just as bad
Dear Ralph' s Mother~
So you drive around the city
wearing Mickey Mouse ears huh?
You are a real M.B. ( Now aren't
you embarashed? ! )·
Signed.
A Protector< NOT SIGFRIED! l -

Who is it that is always listening
in on our meetings, taking notes .
. ·. then having the nerve to ditto . To the 2 HANDSOME MEN at
them off and pass them out to the Arnie North.
You both looked great. Thanks
whole society?
for going out of your way to look Where's my Banana holister?
extra special just for us. It made
Baldi.
Gee, you should try to make it us feel special. _ HAPPY Whata BUNCH we are!
to school more often! You're get- HOLIDAYS.
Love. The Dr. Wilson Bryan Key lecting lazy . ~ . I think I' II mess up
.G&C
your desk.
ture on · Subliminal ' Seduction
Enamoonu
,,....._ _______,,,-,i,,,_ _ _,__which was-.can<lelled-on -Jan. 18
_,,__ ____r.::-:::--- - - - . - -;Jig. · ·
..,
will be presented on March 1 at
Baldi.
r have to use. som~ else's l:oo · in the school Auditoriwn . .
words because · I am not as Don't miss
' it!
May is too late for that movie!
talented as you. .. As time. goes
I can't wait that long.
CCAB ,
on. I realize just what you mean
to me . .' . Colour my world . .. · ·
Greg.
For Disco Nick and Disco.Jim:
· ·
With all my 2's,
,Thanks for the mitten note.
J . and W. will nev~r reveal
Fox what they saw that · New Years
like cute surprises like that. You
are welcome.
nite. but it sent them running
G
away· in fright. it made them
You are soooooooooo · right - open their mouths in awe. maybe
C.
You' re right when you say. pear shaped people are not wirth next year we' ll tell you what we
when you take someone out of it!!! ! !
really saw!
'their · natural environment
(This peom is in memory of the
sometimes they can' t adapt. I Sal.
only night Disco Nick · cou,dn't
guess it's better to leave them
H-B-B! ! Hope it was wonderful disco) ... W.
where they feel more at home . for you as you are. You still haIt's less embarrassing and more ven' t explained how you have
comfortable for everyone.
becomesoGOOD!!
·
Your No. 1 Fan
Dear The Kid.
• United want's you back full
Dear Ernie.
MEN! WOMEN!
time . Please quit school! ·
Happy
1
year
anniversary
to
JOBS
·
Evelyn. Paula. Qick
the Les-on fire Feb. 3. 1978. • ·
CRUISE SHIPS
FREIGHTERS
De
Dear Kieth.
o
experience.
High . Pay!
Don't <'you take no for an
urope, Hawaii, Australia.
N;muNanu.
answer. Guess Who!!
erica. Winter, Summer! Sen
- Since I have had an encounter
.85
for Info. to SEA WORLD ES,
with
Starbuck
I
think
his
viper
Happy B-Day Fitz!
x 61035, Sacto. Ca. 95860.
pl~ne will be glad to transport
you to another Galaxy. I hope
2nd Head Banana.
Apollo will "come to me."
. How are Nancy's MEATBattle Star Galactica
BALLS?
Bimbo.
_
HEY BANANA How· About A '
Good ONE (or TWOI for
13cents?? Tip included. (me tool

:I

STUDENT ACTIVITIES'V\(EEK .11
'I

Official Leg Breaker.
,
,I
If that guy with the camera
Next Tuesday, Wednesday,- and Thursday,- February 6, ..1
1
, gets too nosey - break his leg!
7, and 8, is . $TU DENT, ACTIVITIES WEEK. AU student ·
That's an order!
·
clubs and organizations will be presenting· their goals
Killer
and activities In the Village Square d.urlng tho~e-days.
11
~ ,S. I'll protect Ralph!
.
Please stop by the tables ·and meet the ~tudents who ·1
Baldi
want to meet you!
, Ralph snuck out last weekend
JOIN A STUDENT ORGANIZATION!!
I
when you weresleeping. We went . I
to Toga Party. Was he wasted! I
? ,
He's s~nding his allowance on I
corruption._
·
I
.
I
.
EmKalteGrune~hne~7 ~_I , .,._
. _ _,_._...._. _._. .....
.. .a., __ ,,,...,,. 1>, • ... ~,.·• .r n ,•~
P. 1 'tl ~,. ~ •• !li-.,!'1~ '1!'.,.1$_'1~ .._ M i:e1\ ._.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .:.;.a

I

I

STUDENT ACTIVITIES WEEK

.

'

I
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TrembleR es1gns.
.

by .Susan Nicol

Dr. Neal Tremble. Director of
Health. Physical Education. and
Recreational Activities at
Northeastern has resigned his
post effective January 31. He has
accepted the position of Director
of Physical Education at Linfield
College in Oregon. beginning
February I. Dr. Tremble came to
UN.I. in 1976 after serving the
P .E . department at Drake
University for a number of years .
In his letter· of resignation to

,..

the faculty and staff at U.N.I..
Dr. Tremble expressed his desire
to work once again at a residential school that offered more of a
"collegiate atmosphere." The
location of Linfield College is appealing and a deciding 'factor as
Dr. Tremble prefers the West.
and the Pacific Ocean and a
coastal mountain range surround
the school. In addition. Linfield is
a rather expensive. pr:ivate
school with outstanding facilities .
especially in the Physical Educa-

~

~The Quagmire
.

Chicago College Basketball
Conference leader Chicago S!ate
came to Northeastern last Tuesday expecting an easy time with
the 4-9 Golden Eagles. But when
the smoke had cleared. the
Cougars got much more than
they bargained for. as ·they clung
to a very unconvincing 101-95 victory.
The Golden Eagles. coming off
a victory over St. Francis were a
fired up lot when the game
began. This became even more
evident as the Eagles opened up
a five point lead at 18-13. But
early foul trouble to Lenard
Robertson and Elvis Whitehead
forced Coach Jack Schultz to go
to his bench.
With two of . their key rebounders on the bench the Eagles had
difficulty controlling the boards
and Chicago State took a four
point 31-27 lead.
The Cougar lead increased to
seven when the Eagles started
one of their many comebacks.
Playing a tenacious defense
which had been a trademark of
the team the Eagles tied the
game at 37-all .
A poor call by an official cost
the Eagles the lead. Dennis
Walsh fouled a Chicago State
player in what many_observers
felt was " the act of shooting."
The CSU player shot his first free
throw and missed. The Eagle
players who were relaxing. assuming it was a two shot foul
were caught off~gua rd when it
turned out to be only a bonus

~

Although 1978 saw an athletic
funds fee become part of the tuition payment at t;.N.I.. Dr.
Tremble thought this to be a
rather undependable source of income. and without a definite base
amount to work with. the planning of activities and sports
tournaments became quite difficult.

tion department.
In comparison. Dr. Tremble
expressed dismay and dissatisfaction with the limited
facilities at Northeastern. He
also felt the structure of the
HPERA did not provide his position of management with an adequate opportunity for leadership.
Dr. Tremble's disenchantment
with U.N.I. centered primarily
The lack of personal involveon the lack of development of , ment and continuous contact with
athleti c facilities which he students. due to Northeastem's
believes were .. short-changed ... role as a commuter school. in

comparison to the personal relations ·established at residential
schools. also seemed to bother
Dr. Tremble. who seemed to
view commuter schools as '
somewhat ineffective. He . did
laud students here. feeling they
did what they could given their
limited circumstances.
These major points of contention with HPERA at
Northeastern. as well as the attractive offer at Linfield College
in Oregon comprised the two-fold
decision that resulted in Dr.
Tremble's resignation.

ALMOST!

The Golden Eagles Give
Chicagc;, State a Scare

situation. CSU put the ball in on had fouled out.
Free throws by Eric Sawyer
an uncontested basket. and the
Cougars never trailed after that. pulled the Eagles within six
They ran off four straight again. but time ran out on the
buckets and eased to a 52-41 Eagles and CSU pulled it out.
Coach Jack Schultz said. " We
halftime lead.
The second half started with missed fifteen free throws and if
CSU running off ten unanswered we had hit half of them we would
points . The Cougar lead bulged to have won . But other than that I
23 and many fans felt that it was a m very pleased with our
all over for the Eagles. Even performance. Many people feel
Chicago State began to feel that that Chicago State is the cream
they had their sixteenth overall of the league. so losing to them
victory ··in the bag. ··
by six must mean we must be
But the Eagles had counted on pretty close.
one thing: the fact that the
There are many people that
Eagles. down by 23 points would
will play down the performance
not give up.
Paced by the sizzling shooting of the Eagles. esPfcially conof Eric Sawyer. the tremendous sidering that CSU played \\ithout
rebounding of Brian Fanning and all-everything Mike Eversley.
a team spirit that has been quite When asking about this Schulz
uncommon for a UNI basketball said. .. When Eversley is there.
team . the Eagles began to slice CSU does not shoot as much from
away at that big Cougar lead. the outside. That guard Maracich
With the Eagles in the bonus scored over ten points ovei;- his
from early on in the second half. average . When Eversley is there
the CSU lead was cut to ten with he ( Marachch) doesn't shoot that
much ."
five minutes to go.
Much can be said about the
The lead was cut to six following two more baskets by Eric play of the Golden Eagles.
Sawyer. who finished the game Schultz says. "We are ahead of
with 33 points. But once again schedule ... And it is easy to see
CSU ran off five unanswered what Schultz is talking about.
The attitude of the team is betbaskets and led by sixteen with
three minutes to go. But the ter for starts and their play in mq
Eagles still would not toss in the opinion is much improved. It is
unfortunate that only about 140
towel.
people took the time to see the
Two buckets by .. Bruno ..
team . You can see for yourself
· Everett brought the Eagles
within ten . Then one by one. CSU how improved the team iw when
players began fouling out. By the - the Eagles take on Rockford next
Wednesday a~ 7)0.
end of the game six Cougars in all

CHICAGO STATE I IOI)
Dance 9 4-5 22 : Jones 5 1-2 II :
Bedenfield 4 0-0 8: Perrin 5 3-513 :
Maracich 7 3-4 17 : Wetbrook 3 0-0
6; Pryor 5 0-0 10: Drinkard O 0-0
0: Gorski 3 0-0 6; Deaderick 4 0-0
8 TOT AL 43 15-21 IOI.
UNI (95)
✓
Robertson 4 5-7 13 ; Fanning 2 4-6
8: Whitehead 4 6-10 14 : Sawyer II
11-14 33 : Schaeffer 12-2 2; Everett
5 2-3 12: Walsh 0-0-0 O: Caples 4
3-6 11: Turner I 0-0 2; McGinley O
0-0 0

TOTALS 3133-48 95.
Total Fouls ifouled outl CSU 38
( Dancy. Jones. Bedenfield. Perrin. Pryor. Deaderick) UNI 22
1Fanning. Whitehead) Halftime ,:
CSU 52 UNI41
The GOLDEN QUAIL AWARD
this week goes to Eric Sawyer
and Karen Reykjalin for their
career high performances. both
in losing causes. Sawyer had 33
points against Chicago State and '
Reykjal in had 38 against
Carthage.

Women Drop Second_C/ose Game
by Di~k Quagliano
previous meeting this season.
The women·s basketball team .
Th~ Golden Eagles took an
coming off ari easy win over early lead and held on to enjoy a
North Central College last Satur- 28-26 halftime lead. But it was
day. dropped two close contests poor free throw shooting that
this week to drop their record to shot down the Eagles. With two
6-5. In both of their losses it was minutes to go and the score tied.
poor free throw shooting that the Eagles missed three chances
caused the losses.
on the front end of-a one and one.
In the North' Central game it The Eagles only converted 4-11
was the Golden Eagles all the from the line as CSU upset UNI
. way. UNI broke out to a 26-14 65-62.
halftime lead. In the second half
good shooting by Sheree Jones
On Wednesday it was a shoot19-17 l paced the Eagles attack as
out as Carthage College defeated
they coasted to an easy 65-44 vic- Northeastern 89-82 . This could
tory .
have been termed as "Karen
Last Tuesday the 6-3 took on Reykjalin" day. Early this afterChicago State. The Goldert noon Karen announced her
Eagles had no reason to worry engagement. So how does she
after shellacking the Cougars in a celebrate? By hitting 16 out of 25

shots from the floor and 6 for 9 at
the line for a career high 38
points.
The game was tied at ·44-all at
the half. Carthage outscored the
Eagles 12-4 in the first four
minutes of the second half. The
Eagles fought back to take a 65-64
lead. But center Kathy Heinig hit
two of her 30 points and the Lady
Redmen never trailed .
_Once again it was poor free
throw shooting that caused the
Eagles downfall . The Eagles missed many one and one opportuni ties as they shot 16-28
from the line. Sheree Jones had
her fourth game in a row in double figures as she had 17 points.
Sue Noworonik matched Jones·
streak as she had ten points. The

Eagles next game is tonight at St.
Xavier a nd their next home

?

l1

•l

game is Monday against-Harper.
Game time is 7 : 30 .

